Principal component analysis (PCA) is a widely used technique for data analysis and dimension reduction with numerous applications in science and engineering. However, the standard PCA suffers from the fact that the principal components (PCs) are usually linear combinations of all the original variables, and it is thus often difficult to interpret the PCs. To alleviate this drawback, various sparse PCA approaches were proposed in literature [15, 6, 17, 28, 8, 25, 18, 7, 16] . Despite success in achieving sparsity, some important properties enjoyed by the standard PCA are lost in these methods such as uncorrelation of PCs and orthogonality of loading vectors. Also, the total explained variance that they attempt to maximize can be too optimistic. In this paper we propose a new formulation for sparse PCA, aiming at finding sparse and nearly uncorrelated PCs with orthogonal loading vectors while explaining as much of the total variance as possible. We also develop a novel augmented Lagrangian method for solving a class of nonsmooth constrained optimization problems, which is well suited for our formulation of sparse PCA. We show that it converges to a feasible point, and moreover under some regularity assumptions, it converges to a stationary point. Additionally, we propose two nonmonotone gradient methods for solving the augmented Lagrangian subproblems, and establish their global and local convergence. Finally, we compare our sparse PCA approach with several existing methods on synthetic, random, and real data, respectively. The computational results demonstrate that the sparse PCs produced by our approach substantially outperform those by other methods in terms of total explained variance, correlation of PCs, and orthogonality of loading vectors.
Introduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a popular tool for data processing and dimension reduction. It has been widely used in numerous applications in science and engineering such as biology, chemistry, image processing, machine learning and so on. For example, PCA has recently been applied to human face recognition, handwritten zip code classification and gene expression data analysis (see [10, 12, 1, 11] ).
In essence, PCA aims at finding a few linear combinations of the original variables, called principal components (PCs), which point in orthogonal directions capturing as much of the variance of the variables as possible. It is well known that PCs can be found via the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix Σ. However, Σ is typically unknown in practice. Instead, the PCs can be approximately computed via the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the data matrix or the eigenvalue decomposition of the sample covariance matrix. In detail, let ξ = (ξ (1) , . . . , ξ (p) ) be a p-dimensional random vector, and X be an n × p data matrix, which records the n observations of ξ. Without loss of generality, assume X is centered, that is, the column means of X are all 0. Then the commonly used sample covariance matrix iŝ Σ = X T X/(n − 1). Suppose the eigenvalue decomposition ofΣ iŝ Σ = V DV T .
Then η = ξV gives the PCs, and the columns of V are the corresponding loading vectors. It is worth noting that V can also be obtained by performing the SVD of X (see, for example, [28] ). Clearly, the columns of V are orthonormal vectors, and moreover V TΣ V is diagonal. We thus immediately see that ifΣ = Σ, the corresponding PCs are uncorrelated; otherwise, they can be correlated with each other (see Section 2 for details). We now describe several important properties of the PCs obtained by the standard PCA when Σ is well estimated bŷ Σ (see also [28] ):
1. The PCs sequentially capture the maximum variance of the variables approximately, thus encouraging minimal information loss as much as possible;
2. The PCs are nearly uncorrelated, so the explained variance by different PCs has small overlap;
3. The PCs point in orthogonal directions, that is, their loading vectors are orthogonal to each other.
In practice, typically the first few PCs are enough to represent the data, thus a great dimensionality reduction is achieved. In spite of the popularity and success of PCA due to these nice features, PCA has an obvious drawback, that is, PCs are usually linear combinations of all p variables and the loadings are typically nonzero. This makes it often difficult to interpret the PCs, especially when p is large. Indeed, in many applications, the original variables have concrete physical meaning. For example in biology, each variable might represent the expression level of a gene. In these cases, the interpretation of PCs would be facilitated if they were composed only from a small number of the original variables, namely, each PC involved a small number of nonzero loadings. It is thus imperative to develop sparse PCA techniques for finding the PCs with sparse loadings while enjoying the above three nice properties as much as possible. Sparse PCA has been an active research topic for more than a decade. The first class of approaches are based on ad-hoc methods by post-processing the PCs obtained from the standard PCA mentioned above. For example, Jolliffe [15] applied various rotation techniques to the standard PCs for obtaining sparse loading vectors. Cadima and Jolliffe [6] proposed a simple thresholding approach by artificially setting to zero the standard PCs' loadings with absolute values smaller than a threshold. In recent years, optimization approaches have been proposed for finding sparse PCs. They usually formulate sparse PCA into an optimization problem, aiming at achieving the sparsity of loadings while maximizing the explained variance as much as possible. For instance, Jolliffe et al. [17] proposed an interesting algorithm, called SCoTLASS, for finding sparse orthogonal loading vectors by sequentially maximizing the approximate variance explained by each PC under the l 1 -norm penalty on loading vectors. Zou et al. [28] formulated sparse PCA as a regression-type optimization problem and imposed a combination of l 1 -and l 2 -norm penalties on the regression coefficients. d'Aspremont et al. [8] proposed a method, called DSPCA, for finding sparse PCs by solving a sequence of semidefinite program relaxations of sparse PCA. Shen and Huang [25] recently developed an approach for computing sparse PCs by solving a sequence of rank-one matrix approximation problems under several sparsity-inducing penalties. Very recently, Journée et al. [16] formulated sparse PCA as nonconcave maximization problems with l 0 -or l 1 -norm sparsity-inducing penalties. They showed that these problems can be reduced into maximization of a convex function on a compact set, and they also proposed a simple but computationally efficient gradient method for finding a stationary point of the latter problems. Additionally, greedy methods were investigated for sparse PCA by Moghaddam et al. [18] and d'Aspremont et al. [7] .
The PCs obtained by the above methods [15, 6, 17, 28, 8, 25, 18, 7, 16] are usually sparse. However, the aforementioned nice properties of the standard PCs are lost to some extent in these sparse PCs. Indeed, the likely correlation among the sparse PCs are not considered in these methods. Therefore, their sparse PCs can be quite correlated with each other. Also, the total explained variance that these methods attempt to maximize can be too optimistic as there may be some overlap among the individual variances of sparse PCs. Finally, the loading vectors of the sparse PCs given by these methods lack orthogonality except SCoTLASS [17] .
In this paper we propose a new formulation for sparse PCA by taking into account the three nice properties of the standard PCA, that is, maximal total explained variance, uncorrelation of PCs, and orthogonality of loading vectors. We also explore the connection of this formulation with the standard PCA and show that it can be viewed as a certain perturbation of the standard PCA. We further propose a novel augmented Lagrangian method for solving a class of nonsmooth constrained optimization problems, which is well suited for our formulation of sparse PCA. This method differs from the classical augmented Lagrangian method in that: i) the values of the augmented Lagrangian functions at their approximate minimizers given by the method are bounded from above; and ii) the magnitude of penalty parameters outgrows that of Lagrangian multipliers (see Section 3.2 for details). We show that this method converges to a feasible point, and moreover it converges to a first-order stationary point under some regularity assumptions. We also propose two nonmonotone gradient methods for minimizing a class of nonsmooth functions over a closed convex set, which can be suitably applied to the subproblems arising in our augmented Lagrangian method. We further establish global convergence and, under a local Lipschitzian error bounds assumption [26] , local linear rate of convergence for these gradient methods. Finally, we compare the sparse PCA approach proposed in this paper with several existing methods [28, 8, 25, 16] on synthetic, random, and real data, respectively. The computational results demonstrate that the sparse PCs obtained by our approach substantially outperform those by the other methods in terms of total explained variance, correlation of PCs, and orthogonality of loading vectors.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a new formulation for sparse PCA and explore the connection of this formulation with the standard PCA. In Section 3, we then develop a novel augmented Lagrangian method for a class of nonsmooth constrained problems, and propose two nonmonotone gradient methods for minimizing a class of nonsmooth functions over a closed convex set. In Section 4, we discuss the applicability and implementation details of our augmented Lagrangian method for sparse PCA. The sparse PCA approach proposed in this paper is then compared with several existing methods on synthetic, random, and real data in Section 5. Finally, we present some concluding remarks in Section 6.
Notation
In this paper, all vector spaces are assumed to be finite dimensional. The symbols ℜ n and ℜ n + (resp., ℜ n − ) denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space and the nonnegative (resp., nonpositive) orthant of ℜ n , respectively, and ℜ ++ denotes the set of positive real numbers. The space of all m × n matrices with real entries is denoted by ℜ m×n . The space of symmetric n × n matrices is denoted by S n . Additionally, D n denotes the space of n × n diagonal matrices. For a real matrix X, we denote by |X| the absolute value of X, that is, |X| ij = |X ij | for all ij, and by sign(X) the sign of X whose ijth entry equals the sign of X ij for all ij. Also, the nonnegative part of X is denoted by [X] + whose ijth entry is given by max{0, X ij } for all ij. The rank of X is denoted by rank(X). Further, the identity matrix and the all-ones matrix are denoted by I and E, respectively, whose dimension should be clear from the context. If X ∈ S n is positive semidefinite, we write X 0. For any X, Y ∈ S n , we write X Y to mean Y − X 0. Given matrices X and Y in ℜ m×n , the standard inner product is defined by X • Y := Tr(XY T ), where Tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix, and the component-wise product is denoted by X ⊙ Y , whose ijth entry is X ij Y ij for all ij. · denotes the Euclidean norm and its associated operator norm unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. The minimal (resp., maximal) eigenvalue of an n × n symmetric matrix X are denoted by λ min (X) (resp., λ max (X)), respectively, and λ i (X) denotes its ith largest eigenvalue for i = 1, . . . , n. Given a vector v ∈ ℜ n , Diag(v) or Diag(v 1 , . . . , v n ) denotes a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element is v i for i = 1, . . . , n. Given an n × n matrix X, Diag(X) denotes a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element is X ii for i = 1, . . . , n. Let U be a real vector space. Given a closed convex set C ⊆ U, let dist(·, C) : U → ℜ + denote the distance function to C measured in terms of · , that is,
2 Formulation for sparse PCA
In this section we propose a new formulation for sparse PCA by taking into account sparsity and orthogonality of loading vectors, and uncorrelation of PCs. We also address the connection of our formulation with the standard PCA. Let ξ = (ξ (1) , . . . , ξ (p) ) be a p-dimensional random vector with covariance matrix Σ. Suppose X is an n×p data matrix, which records the n observations of ξ. Without loss of generality, assume the column means of X are 0. Then the commonly used sample covariance matrix of ξ isΣ = X T X/(n − 1). For any r loading vectors represented as
where 1 ≤ r ≤ p, the corresponding components are given by η = (η (1) , . . . , η (r) ) = ξV , which are linear combinations of ξ (1) , . . . , ξ (p) . Clearly, the covariance matrix of η is V T ΣV , and thus the components η (i) and η (j) are uncorrelated if and only if the ijth entry of V T ΣV is zero. Also, the total explained variance by the components η (i) 's equals, if they are uncorrelated, the sum of the individual variances of
Recall that our aim is to find a set of sparse and orthogonal loading vectors V so that the corresponding components η (1) , . . . , η (r) are uncorrelated and explain as much variance of the original variables ξ (1) , . . . , ξ (p) as possible. It appears that our goal can be achieved by solving the following problem: max
where ρ ∈ ℜ p×r + is a tunning parameter for controlling the sparsity of V . However, the covariance matrix Σ is typically unknown and can only be approximated by the sample covariance matrixΣ. It looks plausible to modify (2) by simply replacing Σ withΣ at a glance. Nevertheless, such a modification would eliminate all optimal solutions V * of (2) from consideration since (V * ) TΣ V * is generally non-diagonal. For this reason, given a sample covarianceΣ, we consider the following formulation for sparse PCA, which can be viewed as a modification of problem (2) , max
where ∆ ij ≥ 0 (i = j) are the parameters for controlling the correlation of the components corresponding to V . Clearly, ∆ ij = ∆ ji for all i = j. We next explore the connection of formulation (3) with the standard PCA. Before proceeding, we state a technical lemma as follows that will be used subsequently. Its proof can be found in [20] .
Lemma 2.1 Given anyΣ ∈ S
n and integer 1 ≤ r ≤ n, define
and let f * be the optimal value of
Then, 
, where P * ∈ Sī r −i r satisfies 0 P * I and Tr(P * ) = r − i r , and U * 1 ∈ ℜ n×i r and U * 2 ∈ ℜ n×(īr−i r ) are the matrices whose columns consist of the orthonormal eigenvectors ofΣ corresponding to the eigenvalues (λ 1 (Σ), . . . , λ i r (Σ)) and (λ i r +1 (Σ), . . . , λī r (Σ)), respectively.
We next address the relation between the eigenvectors ofΣ and the solutions of problem (3) when ρ = 0 and ∆ ij = 0 for all i = j. (3) that ρ = 0 and ∆ ij = 0 for all i = j. Let f * be the optimal value of (3). Then, Proof. We first show that f * = r i=1 λ i (Σ). Indeed, let U be an n × r matrix whose columns consist of the orthonormal eigenvectors ofΣ corresponding to r largest eigenvalues ofΣ. We then see that U is a feasible solution of (3) and Tr(
Proposition 2.2 Suppose for problem
On the other hand, we observe that f * is bounded above by the optimal value of max{Tr(V
We know from [9] that its optimal value equals
holds and U is an optimal solution of (3). It also implies that the "if" part of this proposition holds. We next show that the "only if" part also holds. Let V * ∈ ℜ n×r be an optimal solution of (3), and define Y * = V * V * T . Then, we have V * T V * = I, which yields 0 Y * I and Tr(Y * ) = r. Hence, Y * is a feasible solution of (5) . Using the fact that f * = r i=1 λ i (Σ), we then have
which together with Lemma 2.1 implies that Y * is an optimal solution of (5). Let i r andī r be defined in (4) . Then, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that Y * = U P * ∈ Sī r −i r satisfies 0 P * I and Tr(P * ) = r − i r , and U * 1 ∈ ℜ n×i r and U * 2 ∈ ℜ n×(īr−i r )
are the matrices whose columns consist of the orthonormal eigenvectors ofΣ corresponding to the eigenvalues (λ 1 (Σ), . . . , λ i r (Σ)) and (λ i r +1 (Σ), . . . , λī r (Σ)), respectively. Thus, we havê
where Λ = Diag(λ 1 (Σ), . . . , λ i r (Σ)). In addition, it is easy to show that rank(Y * ) = i r + rank(P * ). Since Y * = V * V * T and V * T V * = I, we can observe that rank(Y * ) = r. Hence, rank(P * ) = r − i r , which implies that P * has only r − i r nonzero eigenvalues. Using this fact and the relations 0 P * I and Tr(P * ) = r − i r , we can further conclude that r − i r eigenvalues of P * are 1 and the rest are 0. Therefore, there exists
It together with
In view of (7) and the identities U * T
Using this result, and the relations
is not hard to see that the columns of U * and V * form an orthonormal basis for the range space of Y * , respectively. Thus,
By the definition of V * , we know that D is an r × r diagonal matrix. Moreover, in view of (6), (7) , the definition of U * , and the relations
which together with Q T Q = I implies that D is similar to the diagonal matrix appearing on the right-hand side of (8) . Hence, the diagonal elements of D consist of r largest eigenvalues ofΣ. In addition, let Q 1 ∈ ℜ i r ×r and Q 2 ∈ ℜ (r−i r )×r be the submatrices corresponding to the first i r and the last r − i r rows of Q, respectively. Then, in view of the definition of U * and
Thus, we obtain that U *
Using these identities, (6), (8) , and the relation V * = U * Q, we havê
It follows that the columns of V * consist of the orthonormal eigenvectors ofΣ corresponding to r largest eigenvalues ofΣ, and thus the "only if" part of this proposition holds.
From the above proposition, we see that when ρ = 0 and ∆ ij = 0 for all i = j, each solution of (3) consists of the orthonormal eigenvectors ofΣ corresponding to r largest eigenvalues of Σ, which can be computed from the eigenvalue decomposition ofΣ. Therefore, the loading vectors obtained from (3) are the same as those given by the standard PCA when applied tô Σ. On the other hand, when ρ and ∆ ij for all i = j are small, the loading vectors found by (3) can be viewed as an approximation to the ones provided by the standard PCA. We will propose suitable methods for solving (3) in Sections 3 and 4.
3 Augmented Lagrangian method for nonsmooth constrained nonlinear programming
In this section we propose a novel augmented Lagrangian method for a class of nonsmooth constrained nonlinear programming problems, which is well suited for formulation (3) of sparse PCA. In particular, we study first-order optimality conditions in Subsection 3.1. In Subsection 3.2, we develop an augmented Lagrangian method and establish its global convergence. In Subsection 3.3, we propose two nonmonotone gradient methods for minimizing a class of nonsmooth functions over a closed convex set, which can be suitably applied to the subproblems arising in our augmented Lagrangian method. We also establish global and local convergence for these gradient methods.
First-order optimality conditions
In this subsection we introduce a class of nonsmooth constrained nonlinear programming problems and study first-order optimality conditions for them. Consider the nonlinear programming problem
We assume that the functions f :
. . , m, and h i : ℜ n → ℜ, i = 1, . . . , p, are continuously differentiable, and that the function P : ℜ n → ℜ is convex but not necessarily smooth, and that the set X ⊆ ℜ n is closed and convex. For convenience of the subsequent presentation, we denote by Ω the feasible region of problem (9) .
Before establishing first-order optimality conditions for problem (9), we describe a general constraint qualification condition for (9) , that is, Robinson's condition that was proposed in [21] .
Let x ∈ ℜ n be a feasible point of problem (9) . We denote the set of active inequality constraints at x as
In addition, x is said to satisfy Robinson's condition if
where g ′ (x) and h ′ (x) denote the Jacobian of the functions g = (g 1 , . . . , g m ) and h = (h 1 , . . . , h p ) at x, respectively. Other equivalent expressions of Robinson's condition can be found, for example, in [21, 22, 24] .
The following proposition demonstrates that Robinson's condition is indeed a constraint qualification condition for problem (9) . For the sake of completeness, we include a brief proof for it.
Proposition 3.1 Given a feasible point x ∈ ℜ n of problem (9) , let T Ω (x) be the tangent cone to Ω at x, and (T Ω (x))
• be its polar cone. If Robinson's condition (10) holds at x, then
where T X (x) and N X (x) are the tangent and normal cones to X at x, respectively.
Proof. By Theorem A.10 of [24] , we see that Robinson's condition (10) implies that the assumption of Theorem 3.15 of [24] is satisfied with
The first statement then follows from Theorem 3.15 of [24] with the above x 0 , X 0 , Y 0 and g(·). Further, let A(x) denote the matrix whose rows are the gradients of all active constraints at x in the same order as they appear in (9) . Then, Robinson's condition (10) implies that the assumptions of Theorem 2.36 of [24] are satisfied with
Then, it follows from Theorem 2.36 of [24] that
which together with the identity (T X (x)) • = N X (x) and the definitions of A, K 1 and K 2 , implies that the second statement holds.
We are now ready to establish first-order optimality conditions for problem (9) .
Theorem 3.2 Let x
* ∈ ℜ n be a local minimizer of problem (9) . Assume that Robinson's condition (10) 
and
Moreover, the set of Lagrange multipliers (λ, µ) ∈ ℜ m + × ℜ p satisfying the above conditions, denoted by Λ(x * ), is convex and compact.
Proof. We first show that
Let d ∈ T Ω (x * ) be arbitrarily chosen. Then, there exist sequences
Thus, we have
Using this relation along with the fact that the function f is differentiable and P is convex in ℜ n , we can have
where the first equality follows from the Mean Value Theorem while the second one comes from Theorem 10.4 of [23] . Clearly, x k → x * . This together with the assumption that x * is a local minimizer of (9) , implies that
when k is sufficiently large. In view of (15) and (16), we obtain that
and hence (14) holds. For simplicity of notations, let T
This together with the fact that S and T
• Ω are nonempty closed convex sets and S is bounded, implies that there exists some
• Ω , and d T y ≥ 1 for any y ∈ S. Clearly, we see that
, and
which contradicts (14) . Hence, we have S ∩ T
• Ω = ∅. Using this relation, (11), the definitions of S and A(x * ), and letting λ i = 0 for i / ∈ A(x * ), we easily see that (12) and (13) hold. In view of the fact that ∂P (x * ) and N X (x * ) are closed and convex, and moreover ∂P (x * ) is bounded, we know that ∂P (x * ) + N X (x * ) is closed and convex. Using this result, it is straightforward to see that Λ(x * ) is closed and convex. We next show that Λ(x * ) is bounded. Suppose for contradiction that Λ(x * ) is unbounded. Then, there exists a sequence
. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that (λ
is a closed cone. In view of this fact, and upon dividing both sides of (17) by (λ k , µ k ) and taking limits on a subsequence if necessary, we obtain that
for somev ∈ N X (x * ). Since Robinson's condition (10) is satisfied at x * , there exist d ∈ T X (x * ) and v ∈ ℜ m such that v i ≤ 0 for i ∈ A(x * ), and
Using these relations, (18) and the fact that
It yields (λ,μ) = (0, 0), which contradicts the identity (λ,μ) = 1. Thus, Λ(x * ) is bounded.
Augmented Lagrangian method for (9)
For a convex program, it is known that under some mild assumptions, any accumulation point of the sequence generated by the classical augmented Lagrangian method is an optimal solution (e.g., see []). Nevertheless, when problem (9) is a nonconvex program, especially when the function h i is not affine or g i is nonconvex, the classical augmented Lagrangian method may not even converge to a feasible point. To alleviate this drawback, we propose a novel augmented Lagrangian method for problem (9) and establish its global convergence in this subsection.
Throughout this subsection, we make the following assumption for problem (9) . (9) is feasible, and moreover at least a feasible solution, denoted by x feas , is known.
Assumption 1 Problem
It is well-known that for problem (9) the associated augmented Lagrangian function
where
and ̺ > 0 is a penalty parameter (e.g., see [3, 24] ). Roughly speaking, an augmented Lagrangian method, when applied to problem (9), solves a sequence of subproblems in the form of min
while updating the Lagrangian multipliers (λ, µ) and the penalty parameter ̺. Let x feas be a known feasible point of (9) (see Assumption 1). We now describe the algorithm framework of a novel augmented Lagrangian method as follows.
Algorithm framework of augmented Lagrangian method:
Let {ǫ k } be a positive decreasing sequence. Let
2) Update Lagrange multipliers according to
4) Set k ← k + 1 and go to step 1).
end
The above augmented Lagrangian method differs from the classical augmented Lagrangian method in that: i) the values of the augmented Lagrangian functions at their approximate minimizers given by the method are bounded from above (see Step 1)); and ii) the magnitude of penalty parameters outgrows that of Lagrangian multipliers (see Step 2) ).
In addition, to make the above augmented Lagrangian method complete, we need address how to find an approximate solution x k ∈ X for subproblem (21) satisfying (22) as required in Step 1). We will leave this discussion to the end of this subsection. For the time being, we establish the main convergence result regarding this method for solving problem (9) . Proof. In view of (19) , (20) and the second relation in (22), we have
It follows that
Noticing that ̺ 0 > 0 τ > 0, and
. Using these results, and upon taking limits as k ∈ K → ∞ on both sides of the above inequality, we obtain that
which implies that g(x * ) ≤ 0 and h(x * ) = 0. We also know that x * ∈ X. It thus follows that statement (a) holds.
We next show that statement (b) also holds. Using (21) , (19) , (20) , (23) , and the first relation in (22), we have
. Suppose for contradiction that the subsequence {(λ k+1 , µ k+1 )} k∈K is unbounded. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume
It together with Theorem 6.2.7 of [13] implies that ∪ k∈K ∂P (x k ) is bounded, and so is {z
. Then, we can observe from (24) that {v k } k∈K is bounded. Without loss of generality, assume that {(λ k+1 ,μ k+1 )} k∈K → (λ,μ) and {v k } k∈K →v (otherwise, one can consider their convergent subsequences). Clearly, (λ,μ) = 1. Dividing both sides of (24) by (λ k+1 , µ k+1 ) and taking limits as k ∈ k → ∞, we obtain that
Further, using the identity
is a closed cone. Using these results, (25), Robinson's condition (10) at x * , and a similar argument as that in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can obtain that (λ,μ) = (0, 0), which contradicts the identity (λ,μ) = 1. Therefore, the subsequence {(λ k+1 , µ k+1 )} k∈K is bounded. Using this result together with (24) and the fact {z k } k∈K is bounded, we immediately see that {v k } k∈K is bounded. Using semicontinuity of ∂P (·) and N X (·) (see Theorem 24.4 of [23] and Lemma 2.42 of [24] ), and the fact {x k } k∈K → x * , we conclude that every accumulation point of {z k } k∈K and {v k } k∈K belongs to ∂P (x * ) and N X (x * ), respectively. Using these results and (24), we further see that for every accumulation point (λ
Moreover, using the identity
. Thus, (λ * , µ * ) satisfies the first-order optimality conditions (12)- (13) 
Before ending this subsection, we now briefly discuss how to find an approximate solution x k ∈ X for subproblem (21) satisfying (22) as required in Step 1) of the above augmented Lagrangian method. In particular, we are interested in applying the nonmonotone gradient methods proposed in Subsection 3.3 to (21) . As shown in Subsection 3.3 (see Theorems 3.9 and 3.13), these methods are able to find an approximate solution x k ∈ X satisfying the first relation of (22) . Moreover, if an initial point for these methods is properly chosen, the obtained approximate solution x k also satisfies the second relation of (22) . For example, given k ≥ 0, let x k init ∈ X denote the initial point for solving the kth subproblem (21), and we define
where x k−1 is the approximate solution to the (k − 1)th subproblem (21) satisfying (22) (with k replaced by k − 1). Recall from Assumption 1 that x feas is a feasible solution of (9) . Thus, g(x feas ) ≤ 0, and h(x feas ) = 0, which together with (19) , (20) and the definition of Υ implies that
It follows from this inequality and the above choice of
Additionally, the nonmonotone gradient methods proposed in Subsection 3.3 possess a natural property that the objective function values at all subsequent iterates are bounded below by the one at the initial point. Therefore, we have
and so the second relation of (22) is satisfied at x k .
Nonmonotone gradient methods for nonsmooth minimization
In this subsection we propose two nonmonotone gradient methods for minimizing a class of nonsmooth functions over a closed convex set, which can be suitably applied to the subproblems arising in our augmented Lagrangian method detailed in Subsection 3.2. We also establish global convergence and local linear rate of convergence for these methods. It shall be mentioned that these two methods are closely related to the ones proposed in [27] and [26] , but they are not the same (see the remarks below for details). In addition, these methods can be viewed as an extension of the well-known projected gradient methods studied in [4] for smooth problems, but the methods proposed in [27] and [26] cannot. Throughout this subsection, we consider the following problem
where f : ℜ n → ℜ is continuously differentiable, P : ℜ n → ℜ is convex but not necessarily smooth, and X ⊆ ℜ n is closed and convex. We say that x ∈ ℜ n is a stationary point of problem (26) 
Given a point x ∈ ℜ n and H ≻ 0, we denote by d H (x) the solution of the following problem:
The following lemma provides an alternative characterization of stationarity that will be used in our subsequent analysis.
Lemma 3.4 For any H ≻ 0, x ∈ X is a stationary point of problem (26) if and only if
Proof. We first observe that (28) is a convex problem, and moreover its objective function is strictly convex. The conclusion of this lemma immediately follows from this observation and the first-order optimality condition of (28) .
The next lemma shows that d H (x) changes not too fast with H. It will be used to prove Theorems 3.10 and 3.14.
Proof. The conclusion immediately follows from Lemma 3.2 of [26] with J = {1, . . . , n}, c = 1, and P (x) := P (x) + I X (x), where I X is the indicator function of X.
The following lemma will be used to prove Theorems 3.10 and 3.14.
n . Let σ ∈ (0, 1) be given. The following statements hold:
, and x ′ = x + αd, then
for some L > 0, then the descent condition
Proof. The statements (a)-(c) follow from Theorem 4.1 (a) and Lemma 3.4 of [26] with J = {1, . . . , n}, γ = 0, and λ = λ min (H). We now prove statement (d).
. Using this relation, (30), and the definitions of F and ∆ d , we have
We now present the first nonmonotone gradient method for (26) as follows.
Nonmonotone gradient method I:
Choose parameters η > 1, 0 < σ < 1, 0 < α <ᾱ, 0 < λ ≤λ, and integer M ≥ 0. Set k = 0 and choose x 0 ∈ X.
2) For j = 0, 1, . . .
go to step 3), where
3) Set
end Remark. The above method is closely related to the one proposed in [27] . They differ from each other only in that the distinct ∆ k 's are used in (31). Indeed, the latter method uses ∆ k = −α k d k 2 /2. Nevertheless, for global convergence, the method [27] needs a strong assumption that the function f is Lipschitz continuously differentiable, which is not required for our method (see Theorem 3.9). In addition, our method can be viewed as an extension of the first projected gradient method (namely, SPG1) studied in [4] for smooth problems, but their method cannot. Finally, local convergence is established for our method (see Theorem 3.10), but not studied for their method.
We next prove global convergence of the nonmonotone gradient method I. Before proceeding, we establish two technical lemmas below. The first lemma shows that if x k ∈ X is a nonstationary point, there exists an α k > 0 in step 2a) so that (31) is satisfied, and hence the above method is well defined.
Lemma 3.7 Suppose that H k ≻ 0 and x k ∈ X is a nonstationary point of problem (26) . Then, there existsα > 0 such that
, where H k (α) = αH k for any α > 0. Then, it follows from (28) that for all α > 0,
Thus, we easily see that the setS :
Suppose not. Then there exists a sequence
is the optimal solution of (28) with
Upon taking limits on both sides as l → ∞, and using semicontinuity of ∂P (·) and N X (·) (see Theorem 24.4 of [23] and Lemma 2.42 of [24] ), and the relations d(ᾱ l ) → 0 and α l d(ᾱ l ) → 0, we see that (27) holds at x k , which contradicts the nonstationarity of x k . Hence, (34) holds. We observe that
which together with (34) and
In addition, using the boundedness ofS and
This relation together with Lemma 3.6(a) implies that
Using this result, and the relation d(α) → 0 as α → ∞, we further have
provided α is sufficiently large. It implies that the conclusion holds.
The following lemma shows that the search directions {d k } approach zero, and the sequence of objective function values {F (x k )} also converges.
Lemma 3.8 Suppose that F is bounded below in X and uniformly continuous in the the level set L = {x ∈ X : F (x) ≤ F (x 0 )}. Then, the sequence {x k } generated by the nonmonotone gradient method I satisfies lim k→∞ d k = 0. Moreover, the sequence {F (x k )} converges.
Proof. We first observe that {x
) for all k ≥ 0, which together with the definition of l(k) implies that the sequence {F (x l(k) )} is monotonically nonincreasing. Further, since F is bounded below in X, we have
for some F * ∈ ℜ. We next prove by induction that the following limits hold for all j ≥ 1:
Using (31) and (32) with k replaced by l(k) − 1, we obtain that
Replacing k and α by l(k) − 1 and α l(k)−1 in (36), respectively, and using H l(k)−1 λI and the definition of ∆ l(k)−1 (see (32)), we have
The above two inequalities yield that
which together with (38) implies that lim k→∞ α l(k)−1 d l(k)−1 2 = 0. Further, noticing that α k ≥ α for all k, we obtain that lim k→∞ d l(k)−1 = 0. Using this result and (38), we have
where the second equality follows from uniform continuity of F in L. Therefore, (39) holds for j = 1. We now need to show that if (39) holds for j, then it also holds for j + 1. Using a similar argument as that leading to (41), we have
which together with (38), the induction assumption lim k→∞ F (x l(k)−j ) = F * , and the fact that α l(k)−j−1 ≥ α for all k, yields lim k→∞ d l(k)−j−1 = 0. Using this result, the induction assumption lim k→∞ F (x l(k)−j ) = F * , and a similar argument as that leading to (42), we can show that lim k→∞ F (x l(k)−j−1 ) = F * . Hence, (39) holds for j + 1. Finally, we will prove that lim k→∞ d k = 0 and lim k→∞ F (x k ) = F * . By the definition of l(k)
Additionally, we observe that
Using the above identity, (39), and uniform continuity of F in L, we see that lim k→∞ F (
Thus, the conclusion of this lemma holds.
We are now ready to show that the nonmonotone gradient method I is globally convergent.
Theorem 3.9 Suppose that F is bounded below in X and uniformly continuous in the level set
Then, any accumulation point of the sequence {x k } generated by the nonmonotone gradient method I is a stationary point of (26) .
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that x
* is an accumulation point of {x k } that is a nonstationary point of (26) . Let K be the subsequence such that {x k } k∈K → x * . We first claim that {α k } k∈K is bounded. Suppose not. Then there exists a subsequence of {α k } k∈K that goes to ∞. Without loss of generality, we assume that {α k } k∈K → ∞. For simplicity of notations,
for k ∈ K and α > 0, where H k (α) = αH k . Since {α k } k∈K → ∞ and α 0 k ≤ᾱ, there exists some indexk ≥ 0 such that α k > α 0 k for all k ∈ K with k ≥k. By the particular choice of α k specified in steps (2a) and (2b), we have
Using a similar argument as that leading to (33), we havē
which along with the relations H k λI and {x
Suppose not. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that
is the optimal solution of (28) with x = x k and H =ᾱ k H k , we have
Upon taking limits on both sides as k ∈ K → ∞, and using semicontinuity of ∂P (·) and N X (·) (see Theorem 24.4 of [23] and Lemma 2.42 of [24] ), the relations λI
, we see that (27) holds at x * , which contradicts nonstationarity of x * .Thus, (44) holds. Now, using (44), the relation H k λI, boundedness of {ᾱ k d k (ᾱ k ) } k∈K , and a similar argument as that leading to (35), we observe thatᾱ
Using this result and a similar argument as that leading to (37), we have
provided that k ∈ K is sufficiently large. The above inequality evidently contradicts (43). Thus, {α k } k∈K is bounded. Finally, invoking that
By Lemma 3.8, we have {d k } k∈K → 0. Upon taking limits on both sides of (45) as k ∈ K → ∞, and using semicontinuity of ∂P (·) and N X (·) (see Theorem 24.4 of [23] and Lemma 2.42 of [24] ), and the relations λI H k λ I, {d k } k∈K → 0 and {x k } k∈K → x * , we see that (27) holds at x * , which contradicts the nonstationarity of x * that is assumed at the beginning of this proof. Therefore, the conclusion of this theorem holds.
We next analyze the asymptotic convergence rate of the nonmonotone gradient method I under the following assumption, which is the same as that made in [26] . In what follows, we denote byX the set of stationary points of problem (26) .
Assumption 2 (a)X = ∅ and, for any ζ ≥ min x∈X F (x), there exists τ > 0 and ǫ > 0 such that
(b) There exists δ > 0 such that
We are ready to establish local linear rate of convergence for the nonmonotone gradient method I described above. The proof of the following theorem is inspired by the work of Tseng and Yun [26] , who analyzed a similar local convergence for a coordinate gradient descent method for a class of nonsmooth minimization problems.
Theorem 3.10 Suppose that f satisfies (30), and F is bounded below in X and uniformly continuous in the level set
Then, the sequence {x k } generated by the nonmonotone gradient method I satisfies
provided k is sufficiently large, where F * = lim k→∞ F (x k ) (see Lemma 3.8) , and c is some constant in (0, 1).
Proof. Invoking α 0 k ≤ᾱ and the specific choice of α k , we see from Lemma 3.6(d) that α := sup k α k < ∞. Let H k (α) = αH k . Then, it follows from λI H k λ I and α k ≥ α that (α · λ)I H k (α k ) αλI. Using this relation, Lemma 3.5, H k λI, and
which together with Lemma 3.8 implies {d I (x k )} → 0. Thus, for any ǫ > 0, there exists some indexk such that d I (x l(k)−1 ) ≤ ǫ for all k ≥k. In addition, we clearly observe that
. Then, by Assumption 2(a) and (46), there exists some index k ′ such that
for some c 1 > 0 andx l(k)−1 ∈X. Note that
which together with {d k } → 0, implies that x l(k+1)−1 − x l(k)−1 → 0. Using this result, (47), and Lemma 3.8, we obtain
It follows from this relation and Assumption 2(b) that there exists an indexk
Then, by Lemma 5.1 of [26] , we see that
Further, using the definition of F , (30), (48), Lemma 3.6(b), and H k (α k ) αλI, we have for k ≥k,
wherex k is some point lying on the segment joining x l(k) withx l(k)−1 . It follows from (47) that, for k ≥k,
Similarly,
Using these inequalities, Lemma 3.6(a), H k (α k ) (α · λ)I, and (50), we see that for k ≥k,
for some constant c 2 > 0. This inequality together with (40) gives
where c 3 = c 2 /σ. Using lim k→∞ F (x l(k) ) = F * , and upon taking limits on both sides of (51), we see that F * ≤ v, which together with (49) implies that v = F * . Using this result and upon rearranging terms of (51), we have
where c = c 3 /(1 + c 3 ).
We next present the second nonmonotone gradient method for (26) as follows.
Nonmonotone gradient method II:
Choose parameters 0 < η < 1, 0 < σ < 1, 0 < α <ᾱ, 0 < λ ≤λ, and integer M ≥ 0. Set k = 0 and choose x 0 ∈ X.
1) Choose λI H k λ I.
2) Solve (28) with x = x k and H = H k to obtain d k = d H (x), and compute ∆ k according to (32).
3) Choose
where ∆ k is defined in (32).
4) Set x
end Remark. The above method is closely related to the one proposed in [26] . When the entire coordinate block, that is, J = {1, . . . , n} is chosen for the latter method, it becomes a special case of our method with M = 0, which is a gradient descent method. Given that our method is generally a nonmonotone method especially when M ≥ 1, most proofs of global and local convergence for the method [26] do not hold for our method directly. In addition, our method can be viewed as an extension of the second projected gradient method (namely, SPG2) studied in [4] for smooth problems, but the method [26] generally cannot.
We next prove global convergence of the nonmonotone gradient method II. Before proceeding, we establish two technical lemmas below. The first lemma shows that if x k ∈ X is a nonstationary point, there exists an α k > 0 in step 3) so that (52) is satisfied, and hence the above method is well defined.
Lemma 3.11
Suppose that H k ≻ 0 and x k ∈ X is a nonstationary point of problem (26) . Then, there existsα > 0 such that
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.1 of [26] with J = {1, . . . , n}, c = 1, x = x k , and H = H k , we have
where ∆ k is defined in (32). Using the assumption of this lemma, we see from Lemma 3.4 that d k = 0, which together with H k ≻ 0 and Lemma 3.6(a) implies ∆ k < 0. The conclusion of this lemma immediately follows from this relation and the above inequality.
The following lemma shows that the scaled search directions {α k d k } approach zero, and the sequence of objective function values {F (x k )} also converges.
Lemma 3.12 Suppose that F is bounded below in X and uniformly continuous in the level
Proof. Let l(k) be defined in the proof of Lemma 3.8. We first observe that {x k } ⊆ L. Using (32), the definition of d k , and H k λI, we have
which together with the relation α k ≤ α 0 k ≤ᾱ, implies that
By a similar argument as that leading to (38), we see that {x k } satisfies (38) for some F * . We next show by induction that the following limits hold for all j ≥ 1:
Indeed, using (52) with k replaced by l(k) − 1, we obtain that
It together with (38) immediately yields lim k→∞ α l(k)−1 ∆ l(k)−1 = 0. Using this result and (54), we see that the first identity of (55) holds for j = 1. Further, in view of this identity, (38), and uniform continuity of F in L, we can easily see that the second identity of (55) also holds j = 1. We now need to show that if (55) holds for j, then it also holds for j + 1. First, it follows from (52) that
which together with (38) and the induction assumption that lim k→∞ F (x l(k)−j ) = F * , yields lim k→∞ α l(k)−j−1 ∆ l(k)−j−1 = 0. Using this result and (54), we have lim k→∞ α l(k)−j−1 d l(k)−j−1 = 0. In view of this identity, uniform continuity of F in L and the induction assumption lim k→∞ F (x l(k)−j ) = F * , we can easily show that lim k→∞ F (x l(k)−j−1 ) = F * . Hence, (55) holds for j + 1. The conclusion of this lemma then follows from (55) and a similar argument as that in the proof of Lemma 3.12.
We are now ready to show that the nonmonotone gradient method II is globally convergent.
Theorem 3.13 Suppose that F is bounded below in X and uniformly continuous in the level
Then, any accumulation point of the sequence {x k } generated by the nonmonotone gradient method II is a stationary point of (26) .
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that x
* is an accumulation point of {x k } that is a nonstationary point of (26) . Let K be the subsequence such that {x k } k∈K → x * . We first claim that lim inf k∈K,k→∞ d k > 0. Suppose not. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that { d k } k∈K → 0. Invoking that d k is the optimal solution of (28) with x = x k and
Upon taking limits on both sides as k ∈ K → ∞, and using semicontinuity of ∂P (·) and N X (·) (see Theorem 24.4 of [23] and Lemma 2.42 of [24] ) the relations λI H k λ I, { d k } k∈K → 0 and {x k } k∈K → x * , we see that (27) holds at x * , which contradicts the nonstationarity of x * . Thus, lim inf k∈K,k→∞ d k > 0 holds. Further, using a similar argument as that leading to (33), we have
which together with {x
Further, using (53), we see that lim sup k∈K,k→∞ ∆ k < 0. Now, it follows from Lemma 3.12 and the relation lim inf k∈K,k→∞ d k > 0 that {α k } k∈K → 0. Since α 0 k ≥ α > 0, there exists some indexk ≥ 0 such that α k < α 0 k and α k < η for all k ∈ K with k ≥k. Letᾱ k = α k /η. Then, {ᾱ k } k∈K → 0 and 0 <ᾱ k ≤ 1 for all k ∈ K. By the stepsize rule used in step (3), we have, for all k ∈ K with k ≥k,
On the other hand, in view of the definition of F , (32), the relations d k = Θ(1) and lim sup k∈K,k→∞ ∆ k < 0, and the monotonicity of (P (x k + αd k ) − P (x k ))/α, we obtain that, for sufficiently large k ∈ K,
which clearly contradicts (56). Therefore, the conclusion of this theorem holds.
We next establish local linear rate of convergence for the nonmonotone gradient method II described above. The proof of the following theorem is inspired by the work of Tseng and Yun [26] .
Theorem 3.14 Suppose thatᾱ ≤ 1, f satisfies (30), and F is bounded below in X and uniformly continuous in the level set L = {x ∈ X : F (x) ≤ F (x 0 )}. Then, the sequence {x k } generated by the nonmonotone gradient method II satisfies
provided k is sufficiently large, where F * = lim k→∞ F (x k ) (see Lemma 3.12) , and c is some constant in (0, 1).
Proof. Since α k is chosen by the Armijo rule with α 0 k ≥ α > 0, we see from Lemma 3.6(c) that inf k α k > 0. It together with Lemma 3.12 implies that {d k } → 0. Further, using Lemma 3.5 and the fact that
, and hence {d I (x k )} → 0. Then, by a similar argument as that in the proof of Theorem 3.10,
wherek is some index. Then, by Lemma 5.1 of [26] , we see that (49) holds for {x k }, and the above F * and v. Further, using the definition of F , (30), Lemma 3.6(b), and λI H k λ I, we have, for k ≥k,
wherex k is some point lying on the segment joining x l(k) withx l(k)−1 . It follows from (47) and α k ≤ 1 that, for k ≥k,
Using these inequalities, Lemma 3.6(a), H k λI, α k ≤ 1, and (57), we see that, for k ≥k,
for some constant c 2 > 0. The remaining proof follows similarly as that of Theorem 3.10.
Augmented Lagrangian method for sparse PCA
In this section we discuss the applicability and implementation details of the augmented Lagrangian method proposed in Section 3 for solving sparse PCA (3).
Applicability of augmented Lagrangian method for (3)
We first observe that problem (3) can be reformulated as min
Clearly, problem (58) has the same form as (9) . From Subsection 3.2, we know that the sufficient conditions for convergence of our augmented Lagrangian method include: i) a feasible point is explicitly given; and ii) Robinson's condition (10) holds at an accumulation point. It is easy to observe that any V ∈ ℜ n×r consisting of r orthonormal eigenvectors ofΣ is a feasible point of (58), and thus the first condition is trivially satisfied. Given that the accumulation points are not known beforehand, it is hard to check the second condition directly. Instead, we may check Robinson's condition at all feasible points of (58). However, due to complication of the constraints, we are only able to verify Robinson's condition at a set of feasible points below. Before proceeding, we establish a technical lemma as follows that will be used subsequently.
Lemma 4.1 Let V ∈ ℜ
n×r be a feasible solution of (58). Given any W 1 , W 2 ∈ S r , the system of
has at least one solution (δV , δD) ∈ ℜ n×r × D r if one of the following conditions holds:
Proof. Note that the columns of V consist of r orthonormal eigenvectors. Therefore, there existV ∈ ℜ n×(n−r) such that [VV ] ∈ ℜ n×n is an orthogonal matrix. It follows that for any δV ∈ ℜ n×r , there exists δP ∈ ℜ r×r and δP ∈ ℜ (n−r)×r such that δV = V δP +V δP . Performing such a change of variable for δV , and using the fact that the matrix [VV ] is orthogonal, we can show that the system of (59) and (60) is equivalent to
The remaining proof of this lemma reduces to show that the system of (61) and (62) has at least a solution (δP , δP , δD) ∈ ℜ r×r × ℜ (n−r)×r × D r if one of conditions (a) or (b) holds.
First, we assume that condition (a) holds. Then, G is a diagonal matrix and G ii = G jj for all i = j. It follows that there exists a unique δP * ∈ ℜ n×r satisfying δP ii = (W 2 ) ii /2 for all i and
Now, let δP * = 0 and δD * = Diag(W 1 − GW 2 ). It is easy to verify that (δP * , δP * , δD * ) is a solution of the system of (61) and (62).
We next assume that condition (b) holds. Given any δP ∈ ℜ (n−r)×r , there exist δY ∈ ℜ (n−r)×r and δZ ∈ ℜ r×r such thatḠ T δY = 0 and δP = δY +ḠδZ. Peforming such a change of variable for δP , we see that (61) can be rewritten as
Thus, it suffices to show that the system of (62) and (63) has at least a solution (δP , δZ, δD) ∈ ℜ r×r × ℜ r×r × D r . Using the definition ofḠ and the fact that the matrix [VV ] is orthogonal, we see thatḠ
which together with condition (b) implies thatḠ TḠ is nonsingular. Now, let
It is easy to verify that (δP * , δZ * , δD * ) is a solution of the system of (63) and (62). Therefore, the conclusion holds.
We are now ready to show that Robinson's condition (10) holds at a set of feasible points of (58).
Proposition 4.2 Let V ∈ ℜ
n×r be a feasible solution of (58). The Robinson's condition (10) holds at V if one of the following conditions hold:
b) There is at least one active and one inactive inequality constraint of (58) at V , and
c) All inequality constraints of (58) are inactive at V .
Proof. We first suppose that condition (a) holds. Then, it immediately implies that V TΣ V is diagonal, and hence the condition (a) of Lemma 4.1 holds. In addition, we observe that all constraints of (58) become equality ones. Using these facts and Lemma 4.1, we see that Robinson's condition (10) holds at V . Next, we assume that condition (b) holds. It implies that condition (b) of Lemma 4.1 holds. The conclusion then follows directly from Lemma 4.1. Finally, suppose condition (c) holds. Then, Robinson's condition (10) holds at V if and only if (60) has at least a solution δV ∈ ℜ n×r for any W 2 ∈ S r . Noting that V T V = I, we easily see that δV = V W 2 /2 is a solution of (60), and thus Robinson's condition (10) holds at V . From Proposition 4.2, we see that Robinson's condition (10) indeed holds at a set of feasible points of (58). Though we are not able to show that it holds at all feasible points of (58), we observe in our implementation that the accumulation points of our augmented Lagrangian method generally satisfy one of the conditions described in Proposition 4.2, and so Robinson's condition usually holds at the accumulation points. Moreover, we have never seen that our augmented Lagrangian method failed to converge for an instance in our implementation so far.
Implementation details of augmented Lagrangian method for (58)
In this section, we show how our augmented Lagrangian method proposed in Subsection 3.2 can be applied to solve problem (58) (or, equivalently, (3)). In particular, we will discuss the implementation details of outer and inner iterations of this method.
We first discuss how to efficiently evaluate the function and gradient involved in our augmented Lagrangian method for problem (58). Suppose that ̺ > 0 is a penalty parameter, and {λ + ij } i =j and {λ − ij } i =j are the Lagrangian multipliers for the inequality constraints of (58), respectively, and µ ∈ S r is the Lagrangian multipliers for the equality constraints of (58). For convenience of presentation, let ∆ ∈ S r be the matrix whose ijth entry equals the parameter ∆ ij of (58) for all i = j and diagonal entries are 0. Similarly, let λ + (resp., λ − ) be an r × r symmetric matrix whose ijth entry is λ + ij (resp., λ − ij ) for all i = j and diagonal entries are 0. We now define λ ∈ ℜ 2r×r by stacking λ + over λ − . Using these notations, we observe that the associated Lagrangian function for problem (58) can be rewritten as
It is not hard to verify that the gradient of w(V ) can be computed according to
Clearly, the main effort for the above function and gradient evaluations lies in computing V TΣ V andΣV . WhenΣ ∈ S p is explicitly given, the computational complexity for evaluating these two quantities is O(p 2 r). In practice, we are, however, typically given the data matrix X ∈ ℜ n×p . Assuming the column means of X are 0, the sample covariance matrixΣ can be obtained fromΣ = X T X/(n−1). Nevertheless, when p ≫ n, we observe that it is not efficient to compute and storeΣ. Also, it is much cheaper to compute V TΣ V andΣV by usingΣ implicitly rather explicitly. Indeed, we can first evaluate XV , and then compute V TΣ V and ΣV according to
Then, the resulting overall computational complexity is O(npr), which is clearly much superior to the one by usingΣ explicitly, that is, O(p 2 r). We now address initialization and termination criterion for our augmented Lagrangian method. In particular, we choose initial point V 0 init and feasible point V feas to be the loading vectors of the r standard PCs, that is, the orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to r largest eigenvalues ofΣ. In addition, we set initial penalty parameter and Lagrangian multipliers to be 1, and set the parameters τ = 0.2 and σ = 10. We terminate our method once the constraint violation and the relative difference between the augmented Lagrangian function and the regular objective function are sufficiently small, that is,
where (65), and ǫ I , ǫ E , ǫ O are some prescribed accuracy parameters corresponding to inequality constraints, equality constraints and objective function, respectively.
We next discuss how to apply the nonmonotone gradient methods proposed in Section 3.3 for the augmented Lagrangian subproblems, which are in the form of
where the function L ̺ (·, λ, µ) is defined in (64). Given that the implementation details of those nonmonotone gradient methods are similar, we only focus on the second one, that is, the nonmonotone gradient method II. First, the initial point for this method can be chosen according to the scheme described at the end of Subsection 3.2. In addition, given an iterate V k , the search direction d k is computed by solving subproblem (28) with H = α −1 k I, which becomes, in the context of (21) and (64),
Here, α k > 0 is chosen according to the scheme proposed by Barzilai and Borwein [2] , which is also used by Birgin et al. [4] for studying a class of projected gradient methods. Let 0 < α min < α max be given. Initially, choose an arbitrary α 0 ∈ [α min , α max ]. Then, α k is updated as follows:
It is not hard to verify that the optimal solution of problem (68) has a closed-form expression, which is given by
In addition, we see from Lemma 3.4 that the following termination criterion is suitable for this method when applied to (67):
is the solution of (68) with α k = 1, and ǫ is a prescribed accuracy parameter. In our numerical implementation, we set α 0 = 1/ max ij |d I (V 0 )| ij , α max = 1, α min = 10 −15 and ǫ = 10 −4 . Finally, it shall be mentioned that for the sake of practical performance, the numerical implementation of our augmented Lagrangian method is slightly different from the one described in Subsection 3.2. In particular, we follow a similar scheme as discussed on pp. 405 of [3] to adjust penalty parameter and Lagrangian multipliers. Indeed, they are updated separately rather than simultaneously. Roughly speaking, given γ ∈ (0, 1), we adjust penalty parameter only when the constraint violation is not decreased by a factor γ over the previous minimization. Similarly, we update Lagrangian multipliers only when the constraint violation is decreased by a factor γ over the previous minimization. We choose γ = 0.25 in our implementation as recommended in [3] .
Numerical results
In this section, we conduct numerical experiments for the augmented Lagrangian method detailed in Subsections 3.2 and 4.2 for formulation (58) (or, equivalently, (3)) of sparse PCA on synthetic, random, and real data. In particular, we compare the results of our approach with several existing sparse PCA methods in terms of total explained variance, correlation of PCs, and orthogonality of loading vectors, which include the generalized power methods (Journée et al. [16] ), the DSPCA algorithm (d'Aspremont et al. [8] ), the SPCA algorithm (Zou et al. [28] ), and the sPCA-rSVD algorithm (Shen and Huang [25] ). We now list all the methods used in this section in Table 1 . Specifically, the methods with the prefix 'GPower' are the generalized power methods studied in [16] , and the method ALSPCA is the augmented Lagrangian method proposed in this paper.
As discussed in Section 2, the PCs obtained from the standard PCA based on sample covariance matrixΣ ∈ ℜ n×p are nearly uncorrelated when the sample size is sufficiently large, and the total explained variance by the first r PCs approximately equals the sum of the individual variances of PCs, that is, Tr(V TΣ V ), where V ∈ ℜ p×r consists of the loading vectors of these PCs. However, the PCs found by sparse PCA methods may be correlated with each other, and thus the quantity Tr(V TΣ V ) can overestimate much the total explained variance by the PCs due to the overlap among their individual variances. In attempt to deal with such an overlap, two adjusted total explained variances were proposed in [28, 25] . It is not hard to observe that they can be viewed as the total explained variance of a set of transformed variables from the estimated sparse PCs. Given that these transformed variables can be dramatically different from those sparse PCs, their total explained variances may differ much from each other as well. To alleviate this drawback while taking into account the possible correlations among PCs, we introduce the following adjusted total explained variance for sparse PCs:
Clearly, when the PCs are uncorrelated, it becomes the usual total explained variance, that is, Tr(V TΣ V ). We also define the cumulative percentage of adjusted variance (CPAV) for the first r sparse PCs as the quotient of the adjusted total explained variance of these PCs and the total explained variance by all standard PCs, that is, AdjVarV /Tr(Σ).
Finally, we shall stress that the sole purpose of this section is to compare the performance of those methods listed in Table 1 for finding the sparse PCs that nearly enjoy the three important properties possessed by the standard PCA (see Section 1). Therefore, we will not compare the speed of these methods. Nevertheless, it shall be mentioned that our method, that is, ALSPCA, is a first-order method and capable of solving large-scale problems within a reasonable amount of time as observed in our experiments.
Synthetic data
In this subsection we use the synthetic data introduced by Zou et al. [28] to test the effectiveness of our approach ALSPCA for finding sparse PCs.
The synthetic example [28] considers three hidden factors:
where V 1 , V 2 and ǫ are independent. Then the 10 observable variables are generated as follows:
where ǫ j i are independent for j = 1, 2, 3 and i = 1, . . . , 10. We will use the actual covariance matrix of (X 1 , . . . , X 10 ) to find the standard and sparse PCs, respectively.
We first see that V 1 and V 2 are independent, but V 3 is a linear combination of V 1 and V 2 . Moreover, the variances of the three underlying factors V 1 , V 2 and V 3 are 290, 300, and 283.8, respectively. Therefore V 2 is slightly more important than V 1 , and they both are much more important than V 3 . In addition, the first two standard PCs together explain 99.72% of the total variance (see Table 2 ). These facts suggest that the first two sparse PCs be sufficient to explain most of the variance. Ideally, the first sparse PC recovers the factor V 2 only using (X 5 , X 6 , X 7 , X 8 ), and the second sparse PC recovers the factor V 1 only using (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 ). Moreover, given that (X 5 , X 6 , X 7 , X 8 ) and (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 ) are independent, these sparse PCs would be uncorrelated and orthogonal each other. In our test, we set r = 2, ∆ ij = 0 for all i = j, and ρ = 4 for formulation (58) of sparse PCA. In addition, we choose (66) as the termination criterion for ALSPCA with ǫ I = ǫ O = 0.1 and ǫ E = 10 −3 . The results of standard PCA and ALSPCA for this example are presented in Table 2 . The loadings of standard and sparse PCs are given in columns two and three, respectively, and their CPAVs are given in the last row. We clearly see that our sparse PCs are consistent with the ones predicted above. Interestingly, they are identical with the ones obtained by SPCA and DSPCA reported in [28, 8] . For general data, however, these methods may perform quite differently (see Subsection 5.3).
Random data
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the GPower methods [16] and our ALSPCA method for finding sparse PCs on a set of randomly generated data. First, we randomly generate 100 centered data matrices X with the size of 20 × 20. Throughout this subsection, we set ∆ ij = 0.5 for all i = j for formulation (58) of sparse PCA, and choose (66) as the termination criterion for ALSPCA with ǫ I = 0.1, ǫ E = 0.1 and ǫ O = 0.1.
In the first test, we aim to find the first three sparse PCs with the average number of zero loadings around 30 (50% sparsity). To meet this purpose, the tunning parameter ρ for problem (58) and the parameters for the GPower methods are properly chosen. The results of the GPower methods and ALSPCA for the above randomly generated instances are presented in Table 3 . The name of each method is given in column one. The sparsity measured by the number of zero loadings averaged over all instances is given in column two. The column three gives the average amount of non-orthogonality of the loading vectors, which is measured by the maximum absolute difference between 90
• and the angles formed by all pairs of loading vectors. Clearly, the smaller value in this column implies the better orthogonality. In addition, the maximum correlation and CPAV of sparse PCs averaged over all instances are presented in columns four and five, respectively. From Table 3 , we see that the average number of zero loadings of the first three sparse PCs for all methods are almost same, which are around 30. We also observe that the sparse PCs given by our method ALSPCA are almost uncorrelated and their loading vectors are nearly orthogonal, which are much superior to the GPower methods. Moreover, our sparse PCs have better CPAV than the others. Our aim of the second test is to find the first six sparse PCs with the average number of zero loadings around 60 (50% sparsity). To reach this goal, the tunning parameter ρ for problem (58) and the parameters for the GPower methods are appropriately chosen. The results of the GPower methods and ALSPCA for the above randomly generated instances are presented in Table 4 . Each column of Table 4 has the same meaning as Table 3 . First, we clearly see that our method substantially outperforms the GPower methods in terms of uncorrelation of PCs, orthogonality of loading vectors and CPAV. Further, in comparison with Table 3 , we observe that as the number of PCs increases, the CPAV grows accordingly for all methods, and moreover, the sparse PCs given by the GPower methods become much more correlated and non-orthogonal each other. But the performance of our sparse PCs almost remains same. This phenomenon is actually not surprising, given that uncorrelation and orthogonality are not well taken into account in the GPower methods.
Pitprops data
In this subsection we test the performance of our approach ALSPCA for finding sparse PCs on the real data, that is, Pitprops data. We also compare the results with several existing methods [28, 8, 25, 16] .
The Pitprops data introduced by Jeffers [14] has 180 observations and 13 measured variables. It is a classic example that illustrates the difficulty of interpreting PCs. Recently, several sparse PCA methods [17, 28, 25, 8] have been applied to this data set for finding six sparse PCs by using the actual covariance matrix. For ease of comparison, we present the standard PCs, and some of those sparse PCs in Tables 5-8 , respectively. It shall be mentioned that two groups of sparse PCs were found by DSPCA with the parameter k 1 = 5 or 6, and they have similar sparsity and total explained variance (see [8] for details). Thus, we only present the latter one (i.e., the one with k 1 = 6) in Table 8 . Also, we applied the GPower methods [16] to this data for finding the PCs with the largest sparsity of the ones given in [28, 25, 8] , and found the best result was given by GPower l 1 . Thus, we only report the six sparse PCs obtained by GPower l 1 in Table 9 . In addition, we present sparsity, CPAV, non-orthogonality and correlation of the PCs obtained by the standard PCA and sparse PCA methods [28, 25, 8, 16] in columns two to five of Table 13 , respectively. In more details, the second and fifth columns respectively give sparsity (measured by the number of zero loadings) and CPAV. The third column reports non-orthogonality, which is measured by the maximum absolute difference between 90
• and the angles formed by all pairs of loading vectors. The fourth column presents the maximum correlation of PCs. Though the PCs obtained by these sparse PCA methods have nice sparsity, we observe from Tables 13 that they are much correlated, and moreover almost all of them are far from orthogonal each other except the ones given by SPCA [28] . To improve the quality of sparse PCs, we next apply our approach ALSPCA, and compare the results with these methods. For all tests below, we choose (66) as the termination criterion for ALSPCA with ǫ O = 0.1 and ǫ I = ǫ E = 10 −3 . In the first experiment, we aim to find six uncorrelated and orthogonal sparse PCs by ALSPCA while explaining most of variance. In particular, we set r = 6, ∆ ij = 0.07 for all i = j and ρ = 0.8 for formulation (58) of sparse PCA. The resulting sparse PCs are presented in Table 10 , and their sparsity, CPAV, non-orthogonality and correlation are reported in row Variable  PC1  PC2  PC3  PC4  PC5  PC6 Table 13 . We easily observe that our method ALSPCA overally outperforms the other sparse PCA methods substantially in all aspects except sparsity. Naturally, we can improve the sparsity by increasing the values of ρ, yet the total explained variance may be sacrificed as demonstrated in our next experiment. We now attempt to find six PCs with similar correlation and orthogonality but higher sparsity than those given in the above experiment. For this purpose, we set ∆ ij = 0.07 for all i = j and choose ρ = 2.1 for problem (58) in this experiment. The resulting sparse PCs are presented in Table 11 . The CPAV, non-orthogonality and correlation of these PCs are given in row eight of Table 13 . In comparison with the ones given in the above experiment, the PCs obtained in this experiment are much more sparse while retaining almost same correlation and orthogonality. However, their CPAV goes down dramatically. Combining the results of these two experiments, we deduce that for the Pitprops data, it seems not possible to extract six highly sparse (e.g., around 60 zero loadings), nearly orthogonal and uncorrelated PCs while explaining most of variance as they may not exist. The following experiment further sustains such a deduction.
Finally we are interested in exploring how the correlation controlling parameters ∆ ij (i = j) affect the performance of the sparse PCs. In particular, we set ∆ ij = 0.5 for all i = j and Variable  PC1  PC2  PC3  PC4  PC5  PC6 Table 12 . The CPAV, non-orthogonality and correlation of these PCs are given in the last row of Table 13 . We see that these PCs are highly sparse, orthogonal, and explain good amount of variance. However, they are quite correlated with each other, which is actually not surprising, given that ∆ ij (i = j) are not small. Despite such a drawback, we observe that these sparse PCs still overally outperform those obtained by SPCA, rSVD, DSPCA and GPower l 1 .
From the above experiments, we may conclude that for the Pitprops data, there do not exist six highly sparse, nearly orthogonal and uncorrelated PCs while explaining most of variance. Therefore, the most acceptable sparse PCs seem to be the ones given in Table 10 .
Concluding remarks
In this paper we proposed a new formulation of sparse PCA for finding sparse and nearly uncorrelated principal components (PCs) with orthogonal loading vectors while explaining as much of the total variance as possible. We also developed a novel globally convergent augmented Lagrangian method for solving a class of nonsmooth constrained optimization Variable  PC1  PC2  PC3  PC4  PC5  PC6  topdiam Pitprops data: Test III problems, which is well suited for our formulation of sparse PCA. Additionally, we proposed two nonmonotone gradient methods for solving the augmented Lagrangian subproblems, and established their global and local convergence. Finally, we compared our sparse PCA approach with several existing methods on synthetic, random, and real data, respectively. The computational results demonstrate that the sparse PCs produced by our approach substantially outperform those by other methods in terms of total explained variance, correlation of PCs, and orthogonality of loading vectors. As observed in our experiments, formulation (3) is very effective in finding the desired sparse PCs. However, there remains a natural theoretical question about it. Given a set of random variables, suppose there exist sparse and uncorrelated PCs with orthogonal loading vectors while explaining most of variance of the variables. In other words, their actual covariance matrix Σ has few dominant eigenvalues and the associated orthonormal eigenvectors are sparse. Since in practice Σ is typically unknown and only approximated by a sample covariance matrixΣ, one natural question is whether or not there exist some suitable parameters ρ and ∆ ij (i = j) so that (3) is able to recover those sparse PCs almost surely as the sample size becomes sufficiently large.
In Section 4 we showed that Robinson's condition (10) holds at a set of feasible points of (58). Also, we observed from our experiments that the accumulation points of our augmented Lagrangian method lie in this set when applied to (58), and thus it converges. However, it remains open whether or not Robinson's condition holds at all feasible points of (58). In addition, Burer and Monteiro [5] recently applied the classical augmented Lagrangian method to a nonconvex nonlinear program (NLP) reformulation of semidefinite programs (SDP), and they obtained some nice computational results especially for the SDP relaxations of several hard combinatorial optimization problems. However, the classical augmented Lagrangian method generally cannot guarantee converging to a feasible point when applied to a nonconvex NLP. Due this and [19] , at least theoretically, their approach [5] may not converge to a feasible point of the primal SDP. Given that the augmented Lagrangian method proposed in this paper converges globally under some mild assumptions, it would be interesting to apply it to the NLP reformulation of SDP and compare the performance with the approach studied in [5] .
Finally, the codes of our approach for solving the sparse PCA formulation (58) (or, equivalently, (3)) are written in Matlab, which are available online at www.math.sfu.ca/∼zhaosong. As a future research, we will further improve their performance by conducting more extensive computational experiments and exploring more practical applications.
